COMMUNITY
LAW
Service Animals - Comfort Animals - Family Pets:

Is There A Difference?

BY JOHN

H. PENTECOST, Esq.

Sorting through the legal framework on serv- them to have an opportunity for full use and enice animals can feel like a “dog chasing its tail.” joyment of their housing. Allowing tenants and
The lack of legal clarity puts disabled people in their guests who have disabilities to be accomdanger of discrimination and at the same time panied by their service animals is a reasonable
creates potentially substantial legal liability for accommodation to housing policies and pracan unwary manufactured housing community tices. These three regulations seem at first
glance to be an imposition on the communities
and its ownership.
that may, for good reasons, have policies,
Inconsistent Community Rules and
which do not allow pets and animals or restrict
Regulations Can Trap The Unwary
If your community rules and regulations do the number, size and weight of animals allowed
not currently address pet restrictions and pet on the premises. However, the benefits of
these rules should
conduct rules, they should
also be considered,
be amended by your comwhen addressing an
munity attorney. It is also
If your community
accommodation reimportant to enforce pet
quest.
rules in a consistent, but
rules and regulations
There is a differnondiscriminatory manner.
do not currently
If your rules are vague,
ence between service
then you may open yourself
animals and recogaddress pet
up to potential issues and
nized social animals,
lawsuits. You should make
which can include
restrictions and
it clear that all “animals” in
“emotional support”
the community are subject
animals and “compet conduct rules,
to the community’s pet
fort” animals. Social
conduct rules, because
animals are those
they
should
be
“service animals” are not
used to address aniconsidered “pets” under
mal-assisted therapy
amended by your
current law. While a tengoals, and are trained
ant may have a service anto be used in a wide
community attorney.
imal that deviates from the
variety of settings,
community rules, service
including hospitals,
animals must still comply with the pet “conduct” nursing facilities, schools, and other institurules like any other domesticated animal on your tions. There are several national organizations
property.
that provide structured training and certificaWhat is a Service Animal?
tion programs for social animals, but most are
The Federal Fair Housing Act, the Ameri- not recognized as “service animals” under Fedcans with Disabilities Act, and the Rehabilita- eral law.
tion Act of 1973 all require that applicants and
The most common service animals are dogs,
tenants with disabilities be provided with “rea- but sometimes other species are used as well like
sonable accommodations” as needed in order for a cat or bird. Service animals may be any
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breed, size or weight. Some, but not all, wear
special collars and harnesses. However, there
is no legal requirement for service animals to be
visibly identified or to have documentation.
The ADA defines a service animal as “any animal that is individually trained to do work or
person tasks for the benefit of a person with a
disability.” The Fair Housing Act considers
“companion” animals to be a type of service animal; however, they are not always trained to
perform tasks.
According to the Department of Justice, you
may ask your tenant or applicant if the subject
animal, typically a dog, has received any special training and, if so, a description of that
special training. You may not ask about the
person’s disability. Furthermore, access laws
in the United States, including the ADA, permit people who have service animals, e.g.,
guide dogs, to be accompanied by their service
animals everywhere the general public is allowed-- basically all areas of public accommodation.
Now What’s The Difference Between A
Service Animal and a Pet?
Service animals are not considered to be
pets. A person with a disability uses a service
animal as an auxiliary aid, which is similar to a
person using a cane, crutch or wheelchair. For
these reasons, fair housing laws require that
housing providers make modifications to “No
Pets” or “Restrictions on Pets” policies to permit
the use of a service animal by an individual with
a disability. Additionally, pet fees cannot be
charged for service animals (i.e., pet deposits), because service animals are not considered “pets.”
You can have general
requirements of homeowner insurance, which
is required for all tenants in the Community.
Tenants will also be responsible for the conduct

of and destruction by their respective animals,
be it a service animal, comfort animal or pet.
Managing Service Animal
Accommodations
Community managers must review all requests a disabled tenant makes for reasonable
accommodations under the Fair Housing Act,
including requests for their service animal. You
can require the tenant to provide written verification from the tenant’s healthcare and/or
mental healthcare provider that the tenant has
a disability and needs the service animal. The
provider need not be a medical doctor, but does
need to be a healthcare professional. You can
require proof that the tenant is disabled, but
you cannot require the tenant to provide information about their specific disability.
What Type Of Help Do Service
Animals Provide?
A guide animal serves as a travel tool by a
person who is legally blind. A hearing animal
alerts a person with significant hearing loss or
who is deaf when a sound occurs, such as a
doorbell; knock on the door, or a fire alarm. A
service animal helps a person who has a mobility or health disability. Duties may include car-

rying, fetching, opening doors, ringing doorbells, activating elevator buttons, steadying a
person while walking, etc. Many service animals are also known as assistance animals. A
companion animal or emotional support animal
assists people with psychological disabilities.
Emotional support animals can help alleviate
symptoms such as anxiety, depression, stress
and difficulties regarding social interactions.
Why Should Community Owners
Proceed With Caution?
You must consider all requests for reasonable
accommodation and each should be dealt with
on a case by case basis. Generally, any person
or entity engaging in prohibited conduct – i.e.,
refusing to make reasonable accommodations in
rules, policies, practices, or services, when
such accommodations may be necessary to afford a person with a disability an equal opportunity to use and enjoy a dwelling – may be held
liable. A request for a reasonable accommodation may be only denied providing the accommodation is unreasonable (i.e., if it would
impose an undue hardship on the community).
You must comply with the applicable laws
and regulations as they relate to reasonable ac-

commodations for “service animals” and you
should address each request individually,
promptly and fairly, based on its own factual
scenario. In addition to the Federal laws noted
above, many states, like California, have their
own fair housing laws, which can be more restrictive or provide boarder definitions of “service animals,” making the analysis even more
difficult. If your community receives a request
for reasonable accommodation for a “service animal,” reach out to your community attorney
for counsel and advice. It will be money well
spent.
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John H. Pentecost is a partner with the Southern
California law firm of Hart King and is a leader in
the firm’s Manufactured Housing Practice Group.
He can be reached at 714.432.8700 or jpentecost@hartkinglaw.com.
This article is for general information purposes and
is not intended to be and should not be taken as legal
advice for any reader.

NEW PRODUCTS EDITION
l side wall venting is now available from Tjernlund Products, Inc., the
An effective and affordable way to reduce radon levels in homes using

2014

originator and leading manufacturer of side wall vent systems for gas and oil fueled heaters. Called Radon VACTM, the proprietary system consists of a plugin fan, exterior hood and installer-purchased PVC pipe. Because the Radon
VACTM side wall system evacuates through the basement side wall, homeowners can avoid having PVC pipe run vertically through living areas or outside of
their homes to the roof line. The Radon VACTM system is engineered to reduce
radon across a variety of sub-slab soil types. It features a sealed, galvanized fan
housing and a PSC permanently lubricated, quiet, low watt motor. Unlike traditional radon fans the motor is not exposed to air stream moisture, increasing
motor life.Complete Radon VACTM information, including installation, performance and dimensions, is available at http://tjernlund.com or by calling
800-255-4208.
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SKILSAW is at it again with a new family of worm-drives, each designed with different cutting applications in
mind. The new family of saws includes the SHD77-02, the
SHD77M-02 and the MAG77LT, all of which are lighter than
their predecessors. The SHD77-02 is a 7-1/4 in. Aluminum
Worm Drive SKILSAW that is perfect for concrete forming and
masons. The SHD77M-02 is known for its power, and is ideal
for general contractors and builders who need to get through
demanding cuts. And finally, weighing in 4 lbs. lighter than
the standard worm-drive at 11.6 lbs., the MAG77LT is known
for its speed and is great for framers and remodelers. The main
feature of the new SKILSAWs is their reduced weight. Each
saw is lighter than its predecessor, which was a big improvement noted by SKILSAW user groups. The new saws also feature a multi-function wrench that stores on the saw foot for
convenience, a Cut-Ready Depth of Cut SystemTM for quick
and easy adjustment and a 24-tooth carbide blade. For information, visit www.skilsaw.com.

Using a tape measure just got easier with the release of the Tape-Ease® Rubber Grip, which easily attaches to the end hook of any standard one-inch-wide tape measure. The Tape-Ease® Rubber Grip enables one person to
quickly and accurately measure almost any material without the blade
slipping off. The patented Tape-Ease®
Rubber Grip fits over the end hook of all
standard one-inch-wide measuring tapes.
Once attached to the measuring tape, the
blue rubber end of the Tape-Ease® unit grips
the end of almost any material—including
wood, tile, rock, masonry, stone, brick—
and even rounded corners such as granite
countertops and curved stucco. The molded
rubber end of a Tape-Ease® Rubber Grip
won’t scratch surfaces and grips securely.
For additional information contact Lisa
Johnson at (310) 913-2055 or lisa@tapeease.com.

Have it featured in the May Issue --

l

hose which augments their line of crush-resistant insulation blowing
l
hose is being introduced by FLEXAUST of Warsaw, Indiana. Flexadux EA new, lightweight and flexible wire-reinforced insulation removal
®

2 Insulation Removal Hose is a lightweight polyethylene hose, reinforced with
a spring steel wire helix, and is flexible for easy handling when vacuuming
contaminated blown-in insulation from attics. Featuring a 0.020” thick
wall, this easy-to-handle hose comes in a 4” I.D. size which weighs only
0.3 lbs./ft. and a 6” I.D. size weighing just 0.55 lbs./ft. Resistant to cuts,
gouges, chemical-, and microbial-attack, Flexadux® E-2 Insulation Removal Hose operates over a -40°F to 150°F range. It has a 2:1 compression
ratio and comes in standard 25- and 50 ft. lengths, clear with plain cut ends.
Insulation blowing hose is also available which creates a vortex to aerate and
fluff for maximum coverage. For more information contact Flexaust at 800343-0428 or visit www.flexaust.com
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE PRODUCTS:
SKILSAW -- www.skilsaw.com
FLEXAUST -- www.flexaust.com or 800-343-0428
TJERNLUND PRODUCTS -- www.tjernlund.com or 800-255-4208
TAPE-EASE -- 310-913-2055 or lisa@tapeease.com
SIMPSON STRONG-TIE -- www.strongtie.com/newproducts
WEBSTONE -- www.webstonevalves.com

Webstone now offers the popular 3/8 Compression size in its line of Thermostatic Mixing Valves.
These forged lead free brass valves include integral checks on both the hot and cold inlets and provide output ranges from 95Õ-131ÕF, making
them ideal for point of use applications.
Compression ends simplify installation
and temperature locking handles ensures user
safety. Also available in MIP or SWT union connections, sizes ½”-1”. Guaranteed for life.
Founded in 1954, Webstone is recognized as an
industry leader for innovative design of residential
and commercial valves used in plumbing, hydronic, radiant, solar and geothermal applications. These designs focus on time and space
saving concepts that simplify future maintenance
and upkeep of all piping systems. Some of Webstone's trademarked and patented items include;
Hydro-Core™, The Isolator®, Isolator EXP™,
Pro-Connect™, and Pro-Pal® step saving
valves. For more information visit www.webstonevalves.com.
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Does your company have a
new product?

k

Simpson Strong-Tie, the leader in
engineered structural connectors and
building solutions, has introduced
new drywall hangers that can be installed
over two layers of gypsum board (drywall)
into a wood stud wall. The new DU/DHU
face-mount hanger and the DHUTF topmount hanger are designed to carry joist
floor loads to a wood stud wall through two
layers of 5/8" drywall. These hangers install after the drywall is in place and are
available in sizes that accommodate most
joists used in multi-family construction,
including I-joists and trusses. For more information about the new DU/DHU facemount and the DHUTF top-mount
hangers, visit the website at www.
strongtie.com/newproducts.

2014 New
Products

FREE!

Just send a high resolution photo and a
description of your product along with
your company contact information.

Send your photos and description to:

news@journalmfdhousing.com
Call 706-655-2333 for more information
Deadline is April 10th.
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